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ST - What is your tenure with the Company?
I am a life-long resident of Thunder Bay and I have 

been selling food and food-related items in this market 
for close to 30 years. I have been with Sysco for the last 18
of those years.

ST - Did you ever work in a restaurant or any
place in foodservice as a young person? 
If so, does that help you understand their
business needs more now?

Prior to getting into foodservice sales I was the owner
of a neighbourhood restaurant which featured pizza 
and casual Italian food. We also showcased nightly live 
entertainment in the bar. It made for some very long 
days. I learned the ropes out of necessity so I definitely 
understand how challenging it is to keep up to the 
demands of the hospitality industry especially when 
trying to stay on top of all of the changing trends.

ST - Where do your accounts fall in relation to
your territory?

My entire territory is based in the city of Thunder Bay. It
is comprised of several restaurants, a large hotel and even
a retail home-meal solution chain. I also get involved with
a lot of fundraising organizations throughout the year.

ST - Describe the account composition of your
territory and explain how this affects how
you do your job.

As an Account Executive, I manage Sysco’s business
with the health care clients in the city of Thunder Bay 
including a major acute-care hospital, as well as several
long-term nursing and retirement homes. I am excited
about a new opportunity that will allow me to branch into
business with the post-secondary education foodservice
sector at our local community college.

Working with such a variety of customers with such
varying needs can be quite challenging. There is not a day
that goes by that does not present a learning opportunity.

Having to deal with two different aspects of Sysco’s
business helps me to understand how diversified our 

company has to be, in order to truly partner with all of our
customers. On top of that we have to be totally in tune
with their ever-changing needs!

ST - What do you like best about Sysco Brand?
I really feel that I can trust Sysco brand. It is ours to 

share with our customers and it’s here to stay because the
products have proven themselves time after time over 
the years. None of our competitors have the research 
and development, product safety and backing that go 
behind Sysco Brand.

ST - What has operator response been to 
Sysco Brand?

My customers LOVE Sysco brand! They know the 
products will be consistent  and  safe because of our 
very high specs. Even our packaging is very safe – we 
don’t even allow staples in any Sysco box!

ST - Do a lot of your accounts use Sysco Brand?
Over half of the items I sell as a Marketing Associate are

Sysco Brand and new products are being developed all of
the time. Sysco Brand offers my customers the variety of
yields and price points they need in their business. I sell
Sysco first because my customers and I trust the products.

ST - What is the most challenging aspect 
of your job?

The most challenging aspect of my job is managing
two very different territories. Sysco makes that easier for
me because we have a very strong support group - we
have corporate chefs, category specialists and very 
strong team members both in the healthcare sector and
restaurant sector to help me and my customers succeed.

ST - What is the most rewarding aspect 
of your job?

The most rewarding aspect of my career with Sysco is
that many of my customers have become lifelong friends.
They know I truly care about their business and their 
personal lives and I am confident that this feeling is mutual.

ST - What are the good things about working
with your accounts?

The good thing about working with my accounts is the
trust they have in me. Many a smile is put on my face every
day, as I work alongside them trying to solve their everyday
challenges and pains. They really appreciate my help!

ST - What do you enjoy most about working 
for Sysco?

The thing I enjoy most about working for Sysco is the
direct interaction and relationships I have with customers
and co-workers. I work for a very large organization but
management takes the time to listen to what I have to say
– even though I am just one small voice! The team I work
with, whether it be the warehouse, our merchandisers,
drivers, order desk or accounting, is very strong and 
supportive and understands that we all have to work 
together to succeed

ST - What foodservice trends do you see 
emerging? How do you respond to them?

Foodservice in general, whether it’s an upscale 
restaurant, a hospital cafeteria or a diner, is definitely 
trending towards healthier choices. I try to encourage
more fish and seafood products and less salt as an 
ingredient in their menus. Ethnic flavour varieties are still
very important in restaurant menu planning and are easier
for people to try these days with great out-of-the-package
sauces that allow you to finish the dish and make it your
own.  Salads made of fresh artisan lettuces instead of 
iceberg, romaine or even spring mixes, are a definite must.

ST - What do you think is the biggest mistake that
an operator might make in today's market?

Operators sometimes allow their businesses to get in a
rut. They may not be able to make required changes on
their own. They need to tap into all of the helpful resources
we have to offer: Sysco food shows, taste testings, business
reviews, product cuttings and using our Sysco team of 
specialists to help them get to where they want to be.

ST - What do you think makes some operators
successful and others not so successful?

Successful operators are always looking for new 
ideas. They are in tune to what is happening in both the
front- and back-of-house. One of the biggest mistakes 
operators make when the going gets tough is to cut 
corners and make buying decisions just based on price
alone. Success comes from knowing your customers, your
competition, your strengths and your challenges. You 
have to find your place in the market and be prepared 
to grow with your customers.

profile

WeTurn the 

Spotlight on...
Louise Bailot  

Marketing Associate & Heathcare 
Account Executive, Sysco Thunder Bay
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Brought to you by the 
Alaska Seafood Marketing Institute

Soaring peaks, unspoiled 
wilderness and a pristine 

coastline - these are just some 
of the images that the name

Alaska evokes in the minds of
consumers. More than ever,
knowledgeable diners are 

looking to experience a sense 
of place as part of their meal.

When they are provided with a
geographical designation on a

menu, their positive associations
can both shape their purchasing
decisions and impact the quality
of their experience. In the Alaska

Seafood Marketing Institute’s
Menu Alaska research, 70 per

cent of those surveyed reported
that seeing the word “Alaska” on

a menu would positively affect
their likelihood of ordering a
dish, demonstrating both the

power of place and the strength
of the Alaska brand.

So how can you best leverage the
positive associations that Alaska 
provokes? Start with increasing your
staff’s knowledge about the many
species and diverse sources of Alaska
seafood. Of course, with thousands 
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third of the 550 residents hold commercial 
fishing permits. 

The town of Kodiak’s working waterfront is
lined with fish processing plants which handle
salmon plus many whitefish varieties including
Alaska pollock, Pacific cod, halibut and black 
cod as well as scallops. But despite all the fishery-
related activities, the town shares two-thirds of
its island with the Kodiak National Wildlife
Refuge, home to more than 3,000 giant 
brown bears.

Bering Sea
Separated from the Gulf of Alaska by the 1,900

kilometres of the Aleutian Islands, the Bering 
Sea covers over 2-million square kilometres and 
is home to some of Alaska’s most productive 
fishing grounds. Half of all the seafood harvested
in Alaska is landed at the port of Dutch Harbour
on the northern side of the Aleutians. Bristol Bay
has the largest sockeye salmon fishery in the
world, with the population of the primary port
of Dillingham doubling every year as harvest
workers flood into town for the season. 

The Bering Sea / Aleutian Island Alaska pollock
fishery is the world’s largest food fishery and 
the Bering Sea is also the major source for
Alaska’s king and snow crab, prized delicacies for
shellfish lovers everywhere. With their sparse
populations, the coastal communities on the
shores of the Bering Sea have an even greater 
reliance on seafood for not only 

of kilometres of coastline the prospect can be
daunting, but by getting to know Alaska’s 
primary regions you can help your staff convey
to your guests the powerful imagery of America’s
largest fishery. 

Southeast Alaska
While most think of Alaska as a frozen 

wonderland in a near perpetual state of winter,
Southeast Alaska is actually a temperate 
rainforest full of streams, lakes and lush forest,
with the town of Ketchikan averaging four 
metres of rain a year. The southeast features a
narrow strip of the mainland, separated by high
peaks from Canada, and numerous islands that
all together shelter the waters of the famed 
Inside Passage along the coast. 

The rivers of Southeast Alaska, like the Taku
and Stikine, see major salmon runs each season,
but the region also sees substantial harvests 
of rockfish, halibut and black cod as well as
weathervane scallops, renowned for both their
size and sweetness. As with the entire state of
Alaska, fishing is a vital part of all communities.
In the town of Sitka, for example, there is 
one commercial fishing permit for every five 
employed residents. 

Gulf of Alaska
Alaska’s southern-facing coastline is dotted

with communities that possess deep, historical
roots in the state’s fisheries.  It is here that the
state’s famed Copper River, a destination for king,
sockeye and coho salmon, meets the ocean. 
Anchorage, the state’s largest city and major
commercial hub, is nestled deep within the Cook
Inlet – yet despite the city’s bustle, a mere 122
kilometres away in the town of Kasilof, one 
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Heather & Kirk Hardcastle

Alaska’s Fishing Families
PROFILE

The Hardcastle family business began with Heather’s
parents, Pete & Sheila Peterson, and today is co-owned
with friends. They market the family’s catch as well as
the catch of five other families who gillnet for sockeye
near the mouth of the Taku River in Southeast Alaska. 

Heather and Kirk met in 1998 while working on a whale-
watching vessel in Maui, Hawaii. With her degrees in 

environmental management & biology and his in 
marine biology & environmental physiology, there was

never any doubt that they share a love of ocean life. 

For the Hardcastles, the concept of sustainable fisheries
isn’t just about a system for the management of the fish
and the ecosystem. It also includes the fishermen them-
selves and the entire pipeline of the market—the buyers,

the retail markets and the restaurants. 

On their boat, they look for ways to use as much of 
each fish as possible, for instance by removing the 

“tenderloin” on either side of the backbone to enjoy
themselves or to sell as a value-added product. But even
beyond their primary role as fishermen, Heather & Kirk
are constantly seeking ways to improve sustainability

and reduce environmental impacts. Both work with the
Alaska Energy Authority on a grant project to convert

fish waste into a renewable energy source. They also use
their tender vessel (a ship used to purchase fish from
other boats at sea) to collect used cooking oil from

cruise ships, and plan to convert this oil to biodiesel. 

The Hardcastles are representative of the many families
who have provided the foundation for Alaska’s fisheries

over multiple generations. When asked to give advice 
to aspiring fishermen, the couple agrees, “You don’t 

do it for a living; you do it for a lifestyle.”

largest sources of wild, natural and 
sustainable seafood, it is also a place
that evokes images of primordial 
landscapes and natural splendour, 
images that resonate powerfully with
consumers. 

Yet beyond the state’s natural 
wholesomeness and beauty, there is
another story: the numerous Alaskans
– fishermen, processors, scientists and
regulators – who have committed
themselves to protecting Alaska’s 
natural bounty. When Alaska became a
state in 1959, Alaskans included a 
provision in their constitution that
made the sustainable harvest of all 
resources a legal requirement. 

Consumers will always flock to the
Alaska brand for its quality and taste.
Away from the table Alaska continues
to apply the best science and the input
of all stakeholders to ensure that the
state’s fishery management continues
to set the standard worldwide. 

sustenance, but financial stability as
well. The Community Development
Quota program, which began in 1992,
guarantees that a portion of  the Bering
Sea harvest directly benefits coastal 
residents throughout the region.

Along the northern coast, Norton
Sound provides a gateway to the
mighty Yukon River where king and
keta salmon make their annual 
migration inland to spawn, sometimes
travelling up to 3,200 kilometres. Nome,
due north from the mouth of the
Yukon, marks the finish line for Alaska’s
famous Iditarod Sled Dog Race where
mushers and their dogs travel 1,688
kilometres from Anchorage each
March, making Norton Sound both the
start and finish of incredible journeys. 

Preserving the
Power of Place

Alaska is not only one of the world’s
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employees. Used in everything from food trucks
to banquet halls, Ambur can run payroll, 
generate analysis spreadsheets and store order
history for a customer. Ambur has a built-in
reservation system and customer management
system. You can create custom coupons and
gift certificates, or specialized loyalty discounts
for favourite customers.

The beauty of Ambur is how intuitive it is. You
won’t have to read a manual to figure out how
to add a menu item, and you won’t need to log
into a website to change settings. With Ambur,
everything is just a tap away.

Set Ambur up on any Apple device and other
devices can link to it wirelessly. The system lets
servers share information about your menu

By Kelly Putter

Many of us are familiar with the saying, 
‘there’s an app for that’ and with good reason –
because there often is.

With tens of thousands of apps available, it’s
no surprise that the foodservice and hospitality
industries have been on the minds of computer
software designers.

So let’s show you a few apps that we think
might make your workload a little lighter.

Ambur 

Ambur is a point-of-sale system designed 
by a team of former restaurant owners and 
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with guests and send orders to the kitchen,
processes credit cards and prints receipts. 
Because it’s run wirelessly, there’s no internet
connection required, so you don’t have 
to worry about outages or slow speed 
disrupting your business.

There are no monthly fees, or mandatory
fees for setup, support, or hosting. It’s a 
one-time purchase of $999. 

BigOven

If you’re looking to get your kitchen 
organized and your cooks inspired, look 
no further than BigOven, a free app available
on iPhone and Android.

Where else can you find more than 200,000
recipes in one small package? BigOven is an
award-winning app that lets you add recipes
from any source - even paper recipes - in
mere seconds.

This app allows you to scale recipes to 
your liking, read and add reviews, add photos,
convert to metric and share great dishes. 
And the data automatically syncs to all 
devices for free. 

As a chef or cook who needs to keep an
eye on food costing, you may find this app
handy and inspirational when it comes 
to using leftover food items. Just enter three
ingredients and BigOven will show you what
you can make.

While this app is designed mainly for home
cooks, there’s nothing wrong with letting
BigOven organize the recipe collection of
kitchen pros. Who knows? They may even 
get inspired.

While some customers may welcome that,
others will not and NoWait can easily 
accommodate them as well. Following the
meal, an automatic thank you message is sent
to the customer, which provides an option 
to join the restaurant’s weekly text list. If 
the customer does not want to join the list,
the phone number is removed.

The iPad and iPhone app can be used to
manage all waiting parties including walk-ins,
call aheads and reservations. Included in 
the app are seating preferences, notes and
waiting timers. The iPad touch screen makes
it fast and easy to operate and its wireless 
capability is a must in a busy restaurant.

ScheduleFly

Think about the time, money and effort
you invest in trying to schedule staff. Well,
there’s an app to the rescue. ScheduleFly is a
mobile web app that offers quick and simple
communication between you and your 
employees from any mobile device.

With ScheduleFly, your restaurant’s sched-
ule is posted and employees can access it, 
request shift changes or time off.

Besides simplifying the complicated and
frustrating process of scheduling, the app is
also easy to learn and operate. ScheduleFly is
web-based so you don’t download anything.
There’s nothing to install. And you don’t need
training. Getting started is simple because the
app is intuitive and easy to follow.

The app’s creators have a Help page with
some FAQs and a few online demos of key
features. If you still require assistance, they say
they’re happy to help.

There truly is an app for many workplace
snags both large and small. And just think,
we’re still in the early days of technology. 
The possibilities are amazing.

Hello Vino

Your sommelier has called in sick or 
perhaps – like most establishments – you
don’t have one. Well, you can get the next
best thing with Hello Vino, an app that will
give you a recommendation for the perfect
bottle or glass of wine.

The free app, which works on any 
smartphone, offers wine recommendations
to pair with food.

Hello Vino is quite clever as it breaks 
down how to select wines by occasion, taste
preference or meal. What’s perhaps even
more brilliant is that the app has label image
recognition software. This allows users to 
snap a photo of the wine label and the app
will retrieve tasting notes, ratings and food
pairings for the wine.

Available for both iPhone and Android, 
the app is free. However, to use the label
recognition software you need to purchase
credits with 20 photos starting at 99 cents
and an unlimited package at $4.99.

NoWait

NoWait helps reduce one of the biggest
frustrations for customers in the foodservice
and hospitality industry – the wait for a 
table. NoWait is a free digital wait list that 
lets guests know when their table is ready 
by text message.

The finesse of this system is that guests 
can wait where they want and they are not
tethered to the restaurant waiting for their
pager to go off.

The other advantage of this app is that it
gives restaurants a valuable customer list for
future specials and marketing campaigns.



For Canada’s 83,000 beef farming and ranching families, caring for the land 
is what they do 365 days a year.  While producing a high quality food source is their business, 

sustaining the land is essential for their business to survive.  

Canadian cattle farmers and ranchers are long-time partners with 
the environment and in the production of wholesome beef. Many 
years of experience have made the beef industry one of the most 
knowledgeable industries dedicated to conserving and enhancing 
the environmental and economic sustainability of agriculture.

In Canada, nearly one third of our agricultural land is unsuitable for
crops, but is suitable for grasses which beef farmers can use to raise grazing
livestock and support wildlife.  This more than doubles the land area that
can be used to produce food in Canada.  If we were to cultivate this land
for food crops we would destroy natural habitat and impact wildlife. 

Cattle are an important element in a balanced and sustainable 
agriculture system. They utilize the forages and legumes which are part
of a crop rotation system to improve soil fertility and decrease soil erosion.
Forage crops used for cattle feed are an important part of most sustainable
cropping systems. They help to decrease soil erosion, improve soil fertility,
and assist in pest management.

80 to 85 per cent of the feed consumed by cattle is made up of grasses
and forages that are inedible by people. The type of grain fed to cattle
(normally barley or corn) is generally not the same quality as that used for
human consumption. Cattle often provide a market for weather-damaged
cereal grains originally grown for human consumption. There is no short-
age of grain in the world, only an inability to distribute it to those in need.

It takes approximately 2.2 kilograms (5 pounds) 
of feed grain to produce 0.5 kilograms (1 pound)
of edible beef.

Cattle production, species biodiversity, recreation and wildlife 
habitat are all possible, side by side through education, awareness 
and cooperative management.  Cattle producers are working with 
conservation and recreational groups to enhance habitat in many 
areas.  Voluntary habitat enhancement and stewardship programs are in 
place with a variety of organizations.   Initiatives include practices such as 
direct pasture seeding, native grass cropping, man-made wetlands, 
and rotational and deferred grazing strategies.

Many successful examples can be cited from the Canadian beef 
industry’s ongoing work with total environment management.  Producers 
are proud to play an important role in the conservation of wildlife and 
its habitat.

Canadian cattle contribute only approximately
0.025 per cent to the greenhouse effect from
methane emissions in the world.

Carbon dioxide, nitrous oxide, methane and chlorofluorocarbons are
called greenhouse gases.  These gases form an envelope around the earth
to contain our atmosphere and decrease the amount of ultraviolet rays
that reach the surface.

Plants use carbon dioxide to produce cellulose and starch during 
the photosynthesis process.  The methane from cattle comes from the 
digestion of plant material in the rumen (the first of the four stomachs).

The carbon production from cattle, in the form of methane belched
into the air, is not the same as the carbon produced when fossil fuels are
burned. Cattle are recycling carbon that was once in the atmosphere.  This

For the 
Beef Industry,

Sustainability 
Means Business
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carbon is either sequestered by the soil or by the grasses the grazing cattle
eat. Cattle are a link in the nutrient recycling process.

Cattle are part of the carbon cycle.   Carbon in the atmosphere is 
taken in by plants and converted to cellulose and starch during the 
photosynthesis process.  This plant material is then digested by cattle 
who release some of the carbon retained by the plant back into the 
atmosphere in the form of methane.

A study at Cornell University in New York calculated that the entire beef
cattle population in the world contributes to only 1.0 per cent of the
greenhouse gases in the atmosphere.

The average daily production of greenhouse 
gas by a cow is equal to that of a car driven only
3.2 kilometres. In fact, driving to the store to buy 
groceries produces 800 times more greenhouse
gas than does the production of a hamburger. 

Feedlot practices that improve the growth performance and feed 
efficiency of cattle also have environmental benefits; for example, less feed
per pound of beef can be used leading to reduced manure output. The
numbers reflect that Canada’s cattle producers are doing more with less:
between 1977 and 2007, Canadian domestic slaughter decreased 20 per
cent while beef production increased 11 per cent (domestic slaughter
only). During that same period, Canada marketed 10 per cent more cattle

but produced 39 per cent more beef (includes live slaughter cattle exports
to the U.S.) 

Canada’s beef industry works hard to be as sustainable as possible, and
is always looking for ways to improve.  Canada’s beef farmers and ranchers
work diligently every day to ensure healthy cattle can be raised on healthy
land.  It’s their business, and they believe it’s the right thing to do for now
and for the future.  

For your business, it is important to remember these facts when 
deciding on menu items or promotions.   Ensuring your customers know
that Canadian beef, such as Sysco’s hand selected Butcher’s Block line, is
brought to the table through sustainable production methods allows
them to confidently choose Canadian beef menu items.  Canadians want
to support Canadian beef – give them the opportunity to do so.

For more information, visit www.canadabeef.ca
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Agropur
Frozen Diced Mozzarella

Frozen to keep the 
functionality at its best

Consistent product

Consistent food costs

Distributed by Sysco Corporation, Toronto, Ontario M9B 6J8 ©2012

Order Code Product Description Pack Size

8109151 Diced Pizza Mozzarella Cheese 2 x 6 kg

Did you
know? 
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It’s a well-known culinary fact that ice cream
and warm weather go together like hot coffee

and a cold winter’s morning.

And though dessert trends this summer certainly include everyone’s
favourite frozen treat, we’d like to stretch our sweet tooth a little more with
this look at dreamy dessert trends your customers will savour.

Contrary to the warnings from health and fitness enthusiasts, milkshakes
are gaining new ground on dessert menus, says Amy Whitson, a home
economist and owner of the Test Kitchen Inc., a company that develops
recipes, food products and menus. 

“I find frozen confectionery is very trendy right now,” Whitson says.

“They’re making milkshakes with bacon and maple syrup. People are very
interested in them and they’re still considered an indulgent treat.”

Some restaurants will continue to make their own ice cream, a trend,
says Whitson, that resonates well with customers as it ties in nicely to the
prevailing penchant for local and sustainable consumption.

A noteworthy development in desserts is the trend toward 
customization, even in lower-end establishments, says Dana McCauley, 
a food trends expert and culinary director at Janes Family Foods.  Think
Cold Stone Creamery at selected Tim Hortons’ franchises, where customers
pick their ice cream flavour and a soup-to-nuts list of toppings and 
ingredients that can be poured on and folded into the ice cream.

“It’s all about you, which is kind of what it should be because desserts
are all about indulgence,” says McCauley.

Expect to see bold, oddball flavours cropping up more and more on
dessert menus. Imagine bacon, jalapeño peppers, blue and Cheddar
cheeses, black pepper, sour cream, lemon grass and even foie gras.

Worth mentioning is a gourmet twist on nostalgic childhood treats
such as popcorn, cotton candy and s’mores. These carnival or fall-air 
inspired flavours will debut on menus and be improved by gourmet 
and non-traditional ingredients. Add candy apples and funnel cakes to
these flavours.

“People are blogging about this fun twist on classic desserts,” 
says Whitson. “You might see a popcorn crust on a cheesecake or a 
candy-apple flavour profile on a dessert.”

Maple syrup will find new incarnations this year, says McCauley. Expect
to see maple syrup pearls, which are little spheres that pop sweetness 
in your mouth. Also look for different flavoured syrups, such as birch, 

By Kelly Putter
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Extra Firm 
Sour Cream
Cook with it, 
bake with it,
or just add a dollop.

• Real 14% sour cream with a firmer texture 
developed for foodservice.

• Presents well even on hot food and under 
heat lamps.

• Certified Kosher
• Premium look and feel with a thicker texture 

and added “cling”compared 
to regular sour cream.

• Available in 4 litre pails.

Distributed by Sysco Corporation, Toronto, Ontario M9B 6J8 ©2012

Order Code Product Description Pack Size

1932169 SOUR CREAM XFIRM 14% 1/4 LTR

especially in upscale restaurants. Sweets will also continue to be presented
in miniature bite-size tastings and trios.

Dessert trends are going retro with a return to doughnuts, pop tarts
(though now they’re homemade) and old-world European desserts such

as malasadas from Portugal and lokmas from Turkey.

When it comes to health concerns, think of desserts that are not
only gluten-free, but also sugar-free. Trend reports show desserts

getting a major overhaul when it comes to sugar with more 
emphasis on yogurts, nuts, and artisan cheeses paired with fresh

fruit and wine. For those on gluten-free diets, look for flourless
chocolate cakes, pies with whole-grain crusts, and fruit crisps

sweetened with chopped cookie bars.

Given the assortment of desserts emerging on menus
this season, it looks like this summer will be a piece 

of cake. 



Distributed by Sysco Corporation, Toronto, Ontario   M9B 6J8    ©2012
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TheNew
Gourm

et
Trend

PIZZA
By Michelle Ponto

Pizza never seems to go out of style, but lately the traditional
Italian pie is getting a new gourmet reputation as chefs are 
developing their own signature creations.  What is making

these pizzas gourmet is the addition of unique and premium
toppings such as imported meats and cheeses, dried 

fruit such as figs and specialty flours for the crusts.
How the pizza is baked can also make it special as not every restaurant is using their standard oven to cook

them. Coal-fired pizzas, grilled pizzas or ones cooked in wood ovens are starting to pop up in restaurants
across North America.  But no matter how it’s made, a great pizza begins with the crust.
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better.  Personal-sized pizzas and flatbreads are
trending high, especially in fine dining venues,
lounges and cafés.  This way, the dining party isn’t
forced to share and the entire table doesn’t have
to get the same thing.  The personal-size allows
the customer to order independently.  Plus, 
because they aren’t sharing, the cheque size for
the table tends to be larger making it good for
your bottom line.  

Also keep in mind that your crust doesn’t 
need to be limited to white flour.  You can create
signature pizzas by serving them on gluten-free
crusts, whole wheat crusts or even flavoured
crusts such as pesto, garlic and parmesan, or 
sundried tomato.  Customers are looking for
something different.  Being known as the 
venue that has a great tasting pizza crust or 
a gluten-free crust will set you apart from 
your competition.

The Toppings
Now that you’ve got your crust perfected, it’s

time for the toppings.  In this case, there is only
one thing to remember: when it comes to 
toppings for gourmet pizza, it’s all about quality
rather than quantity – and nearly anything goes.
Gourmet pizza toppings range from slightly 
unusual, such as adding feta or goat cheese to
your mozzarella blend, to extreme toppings such
as egg, shrimp or caviar. 

In many cases, you can cut back on costs 
by using products you already have in house to
create something new your customers will love.
For example, to spruce up a cheese pizza, 
consider adding a couple of other cheeses such
as cheddar, parmesan, mozzarella or Monterey

Thick, Thin or Gluten-Free
For years, thick crusts were popular, but while

some consumers love a hearty doughy crust,
others are looking for Italian-style thin crusts 
that are less filling and allow the flavours of the
toppings to come through.  Pizzas also don’t
need to be round.  Thin crust rectangular flat
breads have grown in popularity.  These are 
perfect for sharing when cut into horizontal slices
and served on a mixed appetizer platter or
served with a side salad for a lunch combo.  

Depending on your venue, the size of the pie
does matter – but in this case, bigger isn’t always

when it comes
to toppings for
gourmet pizza,
it’s all about
quality rather
than quantity
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Jack to make a Cheesy Trio Pizza or a Quattro 
Formaggio Pizza.  Another simple gourmet twist
is a Greek pizza with prosciutto, olives, green
peppers, diced tomatoes and feta cheese.  If you
have grilled chicken in-house, consider creating 
a signature pie with chicken, mushroom and
roasted red peppers.  

Pizza doesn’t just have to be for dinners.  Many
restaurants are developing specialty breakfast
pizzas using traditional brunch items such as 
a smoked salmon, fresh dill, mozzarella and 
mascarpone cheese for a Lox Pizza. Or if your 
customers are more the bacon and egg 
type, consider creating a pizza with scrambled 
eggs, caramelized onions, sausage or bacon 
and mozzarella.

Then there are the truly unique pizzas that
leave your customers talking.  Some adventurous
chefs have come up with what they call ultra-
pizzas consisting of daring combinations like 
salt cod with mozzarella, figs and pesto, or duck,
asparagus and steamed chestnuts.

Whatever you decide, create balance and
overall harmony with the different flavours.
When in doubt, remember less is more as your
ingredients won't shine if your pizza is a mess of
toppings. Besides, too many toppings could
weigh down the crust, requiring longer bake
times and perhaps making the crust soggy. 

The Sauce
Just like the toppings on pizza, the type 

of sauce you use is only limited by your 
imagination.  Instead of using a tomato sauce,
spread a smoky barbeque sauce over your crust,
add grilled chicken breast, bacon, mozzarella and

green peppers for a zesty BBQ Chicken pizza.  

The same creamy Alfredo sauce you use for
pasta could also be used as a base for a garlic
shrimp and scallop seafood-inspired pizza.  And
while you are thinking about sauces, don’t forget
about ethnic flavours.  The same sauce used 
in East Indian butter chicken recipes makes a 
delicious base for a chicken curry pizza.

Like Mama Used to Make
Once you’ve developed your signature pizzas,

remember to market them to your customers.
Come up with creative names that match the
theme of your venue.  For example, if you’re a
sports bar, name some of the innovative pies
after sports teams or plays.  A pepperoni and
salami pizza could be the “Bulls Eye Surprise” or
your prosciutto, goat cheese and roasted garlic
pizza may be the “Italian Hat Trick”.

10Gourmet Pizza Ideas 

1.  Crisp bacon, Gorgonzola and
arugula.

2.   Fennel, Italian sausage and garlic.

3.   Pears, Fontina and walnuts.

4.   Feta, olives and basil.

5.   Clams, shallots and parsley.

6.   Mushrooms, onion and prosciutto.

7.   Eggplant, sweet peppers and 
sun-dried tomatoes.

8.   Chicken, artichokes and tarragon.

9.   Shrimp, bacon and chives.

10. Nutella, caramelized banana 
and white chocolate shavings.

Also, don’t forget to let your customers know
that you’ve gone out of your way to make 
something special.  If you have gluten-free or
vegan offerings, add icons next to the menu
items to promote them.  Also, if you make your
sauce inhouse, have a special crust recipe or
serve house-made sausage, let your patrons
know.  Promoting things like homemade or
“family recipe” are features your customers will
remember.  It will also help separate you from
your competition as these things are truly yours.  

When it comes to having the best gourmet
pizza in town, customers are looking for a fresh
crust, delicious sauce and carefully chosen top-
pings. Serving up signature pie with all these
things is sure to bring them back for more.
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Bring LIFE
to Your Website

By Kelly Putter

Ever wonder why you paid good money for a website when all you’re left with 
are ongoing maintenance costs and the odd customer who knows about your 
online presence?

Having a website is one thing. Marketing it is another. The thing about websites is that
it’s not enough to simply have one. You need to drive visitors and potential customers
to your URL. How do you do that? Let’s take a look at a few of the ways to do just that.

Search Engine Optimization (SEO)
SEO is a technique by which search engines such as Google or Yahoo find and 

place a website in response to a search query. So if a potential customer searches “sushi
restaurant in downtown Calgary”, how are the results sorted to place one sushi bar near
the top of the results list, while others can’t even be found?

It’s important to have a decent showing because hungry searchers don’t want to 
scroll through pages of listings, and often only read the first page or two. For a 
multitude of reasons, they often deem those ranked at that top as listings of a better
quality or relevance.

Undoubtedly, an above-board and skilled search engine optimization firm can work
magic for your website traffic. Still, you don’t need to be a complete Luddite. Depending
on how comfortable you are with HTML (the computer language used to create most
website pages), you can help yourself and save money, too.

For example, selecting the correct keywords and the right domain name are critical.
Try the number of free keyword research tools available to help you with this part of
your SEO efforts. You can also quickly compare the popularity of up to five keywords at
once using Google Trends.

Bear in mind there are a number of SEO tips worth trying before you spend the big
bucks calling in the pros.  Do some online
research and you’ll be amazed with what
you can find.

Blogging
This is a great way to market your 

website. It’s also an amazing platform to
share thoughts about your establishment,
about food in general, recipes, community
events, anything really. Blogs drive traffic 
to your website also, so the sooner you
commit to a blog, the better.

Try to have some kind of vision or idea
of the clients you’re after when blogging.
Don’t be afraid to distinguish yourself from

S y s c o  T O D A Y -   A u g u s t  2 0 1 2
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other bloggers. Vague, watered-down copy is forgettable. Remember to
let your personality shine through. Are you chasing a certain market?
Would you like to be seen as an authority or expert in the type of cuisine
your restaurant does? These are important things to think about when
entering the blogosphere.

Finding fresh content is tough especially if writing is not your thing. The
trick is coming up with material that’s new, relevant and unique. So if your
thinking is a little off skew, go with it. There’s nothing more enlivening than
hearing an approach that’s different or unheard-of. And again, don’t 
be afraid to let your personality show. That makes your words more 
compelling than copy that’s afraid to influence, irritate or inspire readers.

Whether it’s three times a week or once a month, keep your posts 
regular. Readers may like something they’ve read and if they return and
don’t see fresh material, your URL may be deleted from their Favourites
folder. Remember, to gain readers and potential customers you need to
give them something first, so shy away from the predictable and give
them a surprise.

One of the most common pitfalls bloggers encounter is finding enough
content to keep them posting on a regular basis. You’re probably best to
earmark a list of topics before starting. Try asking friends and family 
what they’d like to read about and don’t be afraid to find out what your
customers want to see. Their answers might surprise you.

Nothing is more off-putting than an ugly design and you’re bound to
lose readers based on a lack of aesthetics.  If you have an eye for design,
give it a go or perhaps hire someone to help you out. With so many other
bloggers vying for the attention of readers, you need to make an awesome
first impression. Providing good design also tells the reader you’re serious
and invested in your profession.

Social Media 
A lot of restaurants use Facebook and Twitter as another tool to send

out word about their businesses. This is also a great way to drive traffic 
to your website and best of all, these sites are free. But you’ll want to be
careful about how you behave on social media sites. Remember that social
media is supposed to be social and if you keep hounding away about your
restaurant’s specials or a great review, soon, no one will listen.  Keep it light,
fun and informative.  A little business is good. Too much turns people off.

Social media sites are meant to be interactive so interact. Offer people
help, insight, and recipes. This lets them know you’re reading their posts
and that you care enough to comment or recommend something. 
Try posting a video of your pizza cook giving a step-by-step tutorial on
how to make the perfect dough. Sharing your know-how goes a long way
toward boosting your brand.

Whether it’s using great keywords, blogging about the newest additions
to your menu or posting responses to queries on Twitter, there are plenty
of ways to compel potential customers to visit your website. Employ them,
and hopefully you’ll come to appreciate the value of your website.
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If you do, not only do you risk a possible disruption in your establishment if
the customer becomes loud or unruly, but you risk their safety as well, since they
could potentially hurt themselves.  You could also lose your liquor license. 

Smart Serving Begins with Smart Training
In order to keep your patrons safe and prevent your venue from being sued

if an incident occurs, educate your staff on what signs to look for when serving
alcohol, how to deal with possible nasty situations and why it is important that
they don’t let their patrons go overboard.  Even if your customer doesn’t plan
on driving, he or she could fall down stairs, wander into the street and be hit, or
have some other accident occur – and your venue could still be held liable.

One way to ensure each of your employees is properly trained is to have them
go through a program such as the Smart Serve certification in Ontario.  Smart
Serve is a division of the Hospitality Training Organization of Ontario and is 
approved by the Alcohol and Gaming Commission of that province. All servers,
bartenders, managers and others who serve, sell or handle alcohol in a licensed
establishment must be Smart Serve certified. The course (which is available 
online or via DVD) focuses on the person’s responsibilities under the Liquor 
License Act, the effects and signs of intoxication, prevention techniques and 
intervention strategies. 

Remember if you serve a customer to intoxication, you are responsible for
them until that person sobers up. Serving them coffee or food isn’t going to
help.  The only thing that removes alcohol from the blood stream is time. Even

Michelle Ponto

You want people to have 
a good time when they visit 

your venue. But what do you do
when someone takes it a little
too far? The best advice is to

make sure your customers 
never over-indulge in alcoholic

beverages.  In fact, under the
Liquor License Act, it is illegal 

to serve customers to the point
intoxication.  It’s also illegal 

to promote practices that 
may encourage customers to 
become intoxicated or serve

someone who is showing 
signs of intoxication. 
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for them. Many times, a customer who does 
become intoxicated will listen and follow 
your instructions.

However, there are some patrons who will 
become belligerent or angry.  These customers
are the ones that start fights, aggravate other
guests by flirting with them, talking too loudly or
getting in their personal space.  When this 
happens, you can attempt to escort them 
outside of the restaurant and call the police. They
can look after the customer until he or she is 
safe and sober.  If taking them outside to wait for
police is not an option, attempt to escort them
to a quiet corner of the venue, away from the
other patrons until they are sober enough to
leave on their own.

Final Tips for 
Responsible Serving

No matter how dedicated your staff is, there
may be times when a customer drinks too 
much.  Urge your staff to keep them in check by
continuously evaluating the sobriety of each 
patron they are serving. They can do this by
speaking to them, encouraging a response and
making personal contact.   They should also 
look for opportunities to assess the person’s 
coordination and motor skills.  If they have 
trouble getting up, walking or picking up a
dropped item, then it’s time to cut them off.  

The more you review your in-house 
Responsible Serving Policy with your staff, 
the better chance your venue has to avoid 
high-risk situations..

not offer drinking promotions such as shooter
specials. Instead, when it comes to promotions,
focus on quality rather than quantity.  A quality
martini or specialty cocktail sold at a higher price
will not only help you boost your bottom line,
but will keep your customers from consuming
too much.  

You should also offer alternative beverages
that are either non-alcoholic or contain 
small amounts of alcohol.  This will help your 
customers make more responsible choices.

Dealing with 
Angry Customers

If someone on your staff sees a patron going
beyond their limit, have them gently inform the
guest that they can’t have any more alcohol and
offer them coffee, a soft drink or water.  If this
doesn’t work, the venue’s manager should 
intervene and try to deal with the situation 

putting them into a cab is not enough.  There has
been at least one court case where a customer
left in a cab, but then got into his car when he
got home and was later involved in an accident.
In this case, even though the restaurant thought
they were getting the customer home safely,
they were still held liable as they were the ones
who allowed him to drink until intoxicated.

To stop bad behavior before it happens, make
responsible serving a part of your employee
training program, but don’t just talk about it or
have them take the Smart Serve course and then
forget about it.  Develop and enforce written
policies and procedures for the service of alcohol. 

Stopping Bad Behavior 
before It Happens

The summer season means a number of 
special events such as corporate barbeques,
wedding banquets and sports team happy
hours are on their way.  While you want to take
advantage of these big ticket opportunities, you
also need to be careful as your venue will be
busier than usual. Large groups can consume 
a lot of alcohol and your wait staff will be taxed
trying to keep everyone happy.  Because of this,
there is a chance some customers may slip under
the radar. Make sure your staff working the
events know what to look for to keep everyone
safe, and put a plan in place in advance. If the
event is really large, you may want to hire extra
security or assign a couple of people to “watch”
for possible problems.

Another way to curb over-drinking is to 
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If you stop at Grannan’s Seafood Restaurant
next time you’re in Saint John, you’ll be in 
good company. For almost three decades, the
restaurant has played host to many famous 
faces, from royalty to sports figures.

Founded in 1983 by the late Paul 
Grannan, Grannan’s Seafood Restaurant has 
since become a fixture on Market Square, and a

dining destination for anyone looking for great
food in Saint John. 

The restaurant has hosted politicians, actors,
musicians, Olympic athletes and hockey players.
Just a few of Grannan’s illustrious customers 
include Prince Charles, Pierre Trudeau, Stephen
Harper, Johnny Cash, Celine Dion, Bobby Orr,
Maurice “The Rocket” Richard and the Toronto
Blue Jays. 

Of course, Grannan’s also gets a steady stream
of locals, in addition to business 
travelers and tourists as well. Out-of-
town traffic gets a boost from the
two major hotels nearby.

Part of what draws people to Grannan’s
Seafood Restaurant is the combination of great
food, welcoming ambience and a prime 
location. Offering fresh maritime seafood right
on the Saint John waterfront, Grannan’s is 
perfectly positioned. During the summer
months, diners can enjoy the expansive patio
overlooking the water. Grannan’s central location
on the Boardwalk Uptown means diners can 
take advantage of the cultural events and live 
entertainment offered on the Boardwalk.

The environment
offers warm 
hospitality in a 

The 
Flavour of 

Canada
Chris Grannan, Owner/Operator 
Grannan’s Seafood Restaurant

Saint John, New Brunswick

“It’s very nautical 
with exposed brick 

and beams and 
many nautical pieces”

Executive Chef Scott Reid (left) with Chris Grannan, Owner.
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maritime setting, complete with lobster traps and marine-inspired décor.

“It’s very nautical with exposed brick and beams and many nautical
pieces,” says owner/operator Chris Grannan.

Grannan’s has a private room for events which holds as many as 60 
people. The restaurant also offers catering, which is building a client list
almost as impressive as the restaurant’s, including catering for former
mayor of New York Rudolph Giuliani. 

The restaurant is also a leader serving the motor coach industry, 
with many bus tours stopping to enjoy the menu, the ambience and the
local colour.

Of course, the big draw at Grannan’s Seafood Restaurant is the food.

“We focus on fresh seafood, steaks and creative casual fare,” says
Grannan. The 220-seat restaurant is open for lunch and dinner seven 
days a week.

In the kitchen, executive chef Scott Reid is responsible for menus, 
purchasing, training, hiring and catering. Reid has been at Grannan’s
Seafood Restaurant for 10 years, and continues to be inspired by 
compliments from satisfied customers.

Grannan’s Seafood Restaurant is part of the Grannan Hospitality Group,

                                                                    
INGREDIENTS                                 METRIC IMPERIAL

Butter                                                 60 mL 2oz

20/30 count Digby Scallops                       4 4

16/20 Jumbo Shrimp (tail off)                   4 4

House made coconut curry sauce   178 mL 6oz

Baby salad shrimp                             60 mL 2oz

Stalk of julienned leek                               ¼ ¼

Red pepper, julienned                               ¼ ¼

Yellow pepper, julienned                           ¼ ¼

Jasmine rice                                    120 mL ½ cup

Coconut, shredded and toasted         15 mL 1 Tbsp

Method
Melt butter over medium heat in a skillet.
Add scallops and jumbo shrimp. Cook for 1 minute, flip and repeat.
Add coconut curry sauce, julienned vegetables and baby salad
shrimp.
Allow sauce to reduce about 5 minutes.
Using a slotted spoon remove all of the seafood and vegetables 
placing atop a generous amount of Jasmine rice.
Pour the excess sauce on top of seafood allowing to soak into the
Jasmine rice. Sprinkle with toasted coconut.

Thai Scallop and Shrimp

which also includes three other establishments. The group specializes in
distinct cuisine offered in beautifully restored heritage properties in prime
locations along the Saint John harbourfront, with easy access to tourist
areas and hotels.

Grannan’s has been doing business with Sysco as a supplier for 20 
years, and uses Sysco almost exclusively.  Sysco’s reliable service and 
delivery, high quality and wide variety of products, and services such 
as menu assistance, have helped Grannan’s become one of Saint John’s
top restaurants.

“Sysco has helped our restaurant become far more efficient with all of
their services,” says Grannan. “Grannan’s will use, apply and grow with all
of the services Sysco provides, and continue to excel at the high standards
that our customers expect and deserve.”



The 
Flavour of 

Canada

“ for every celebration,
retreat, or business 
function in Alberta, 

there is a Sawridge Inn 
& Conference Centre

ready to serve.”

Michael Heeb, 
Director of Food & Beverage

Sawridge Inns & Conference Centres
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Written by Megan Fleming, 
Sysco Marketing Coordinator

Offering high-end accommodations, fine 
dining, and convention services throughout 
Alberta, Sawridge Inns & Conference Centres
have filled an integral gap in the industry. 
Since 1972 these top-notch facilities have been
providing the very best to their guests, with
amenities ranging from health spas to gaming

Jasper’s beautiful landscape acts as the ideal 
environment for the modern health spa that 
is situated in this fine establishment. For every
celebration, retreat, or business function in 
Alberta, there is a Sawridge Inn & Conference
Centre ready to serve.

Since its creation thirty years ago by Walter
Twinn of the Sawridge Cree First Nations, 
the Sawridge properties have been nothing 
but prosperous. Run by an arms-length 
management team that works for an 
independent board, these facilities have been 
expanding and advancing their offerings to 
better suit their guests’ needs. Everything is about
catering to the guests. From the tourists that 
frequent Jasper’s award-winning Walter’s 
Dining Room, to the oil patch workers that visit

lounges. The fare, atmosphere, and service 
at each location truly put the spotlight on
Sawridge’s First Nations heritage.

Whether guests are choosing from the Slave
Lake, Jasper, Peace River, Fort McMurray, or 
Edmonton locations, every one of the Sawridge
Inns & Conference Centres presents an 
innovative and fresh approach to lodging in
Canada. From the moment guests enter one of
these fine facilities, the bold aboriginal influences
will immerse the senses. The Sawridge group’s
newest addition, Sawridge Inn Edmonton South,
perfectly highlights these cultural accents
through the décor and amazing menu 
selections. The remodelled dining room and
lounge, Creations, is surrounded by tall rustic
wood structures, tribal patterns, and enormous
pine trees. A breathtaking water feature 
separates the lounge from the art displays 
and an enormous glass fireplace anchors the
space. Each location features its own beautiful
spin on this unique aboriginal heritage, and each
location offers its own distinct service. The Fort
McMurray facility presents banquet halls that can
seat up to one thousand guests while the Slave
Lake property hosts live concerts and sporting
events in its large venue. The Peace River location
has a brand new fitness facility which features
state-of-the-art training equipment for guests 
to take advantage of during their stay. 
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Fort McMurray’s Hearthstone Grille & Lounge,
each menu focuses on these prime guest
groups. Jasper’s location features a lot of the 
First Nations inspired influences in the dish 
selections, while Fort McMurray’s property is
known for its all-you-can-eat seafood buffet for
those rig workers that hail from the East Coast.
From the down-to-earth service, to the unique
aboriginal environments, Sawridge Inns & 
Conference Centres create an experience guests
are sure to remember.

Acting in unison, Sawridge Inns & Conference
Centres focus on providing fresh, local, and 
diverse fare. The culinary team prides itself in 
incorporating Alberta-produced ingredients
whenever possible, making the flavours bold 
and fresh. From the bison to the seafood, every
product that is featured in the flavour-driven
menu shows Sawridge Inns & Conference 
Centres commitment to offering only the finest
menu components. The Executive Chef at 
each property is free to add their own unique
touches; however, the devotion to quality and

Over the past several years, he affirms that 
“Sysco [has become] a true business partner” 
of Sawridge Inns & Conference Centres. He 
appreciates that the relationship has been “very
positive [and] solid” from day one.

Michael Heeb, Director of Food & Beverage,
has been with Sawridge for several years and
brings a wide range of knowledge and expertise
to his position. Born and raised in Vancouver,
British Columbia, he comes from a family that has
a history of culinary talent. His grandfather
owned a successful restaurant in Switzerland for
many years, making Michael’s mother a natural
in the kitchen. Being the only boy among three
sisters, his mother always joked that she would
have never thought her son would be the only
one with a passion for cooking. From the ripe age
of ten, he knew that this was his calling. After
high school, Michael completed an education
and apprenticeship in Vancouver and not long
after obtained his first job at the Westin in
Toronto. Over the years he continued to work his
way up the ranks at two high-end hotel facilities

always looking toward growth and are working
on expanding in select locations. The entire 
team plans to continue their evolution based 
on new products and their already solid local 
initiatives. Sawridge Inns & Conference Centres
are true leaders in the industry, nurturing five
stand-out dining destinations in the beautiful
prairie province of Alberta.

in Ottawa and Winnipeg. Eventually he relocated
again to beautiful Niagara Falls where he 
received job opportunities for a cruise line and
resort. In 2010, he moved to Edmonton and
joined the Sawridge family as Director of Food 
& Beverage. He feels truly blessed at his current
position, as he is able to keep his excitement for
food at the forefront, and gets to live and breathe
all things culinary.

The Sawridge Inns & Conference Centres are

consistency is the same throughout. Sawridge’s
First Nations roots add even more of a unique
edge, with tasty entrée accompaniments such
as dried fruit or sweet berry compote to pair with
game. This characteristic First Nations influence
stands out, creating the signature Sawridge 
experience that guests have come to crave.

Director of Food & Beverage, Michael Heeb
has worked with Sysco Edmonton on many 
occasions throughout his culinary background.

Veal Chop with Prairie Grains 
and Balsamic Jus

Seafood Risotto with Lobster
Cream and Micro Greens

Vegetable Spring Rolls with 
Summer Squash Slaw and 

Soya Shiitake Reduction
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John Hood

John Hood
Corporate Chef Sysco Toronto

see how good an establishment is, I order the
French onion soup and use that as my guide. If it’s
really good, I order an entrée. If not, I go straight to
the coffee. It’s something my mom would make
and it reminds me of home. 

How and when did you know that 
working in a kitchen was for you?

As early as 11 or 12. My dad builds houses and as
kids we had the choice of helping him or my mom.
I wasn’t a fan of heavy manual work, so I preferred
to help mom in the kitchen. By the time I was 13, I
started my first paid job in a kitchen doing prep
work and washing dishes. I loved the quiet spells
followed by the rush of activity.

What’s your favourite cookbook?
The Joy of Cooking. I don’t usually read a lot of

cook books, but as a good general guide, this book
covers a whole multitude of dishes.

What’s your best cooking tip?
Always season as you cook. Make sure you’re

constantly checking and tasting and seasoning.
People fail to do this. The trick is to constantly taste
the dish as it develops. If you don’t taste the food,
then the end is a bit of guess. That’s how you know
if you need a bit of salt or Tabasco or Worcestershire.
Cooking isn’t an exact science. It’s more artistic 
and malleable. You’ve got to be able to touch, taste
and feel it.

Do you have a favourite 
kitchen disaster story to share?

I recall seeing a junior chef working in a 
restaurant as he was preparing to make chicken
cacciatore. His take on the Italian classic was to 
drop three or four whole chickens into a vat of
tomato sauce. 

Your last meal would be.........what?
My mom’s homemade Toad in the Hole. It’s 

always been my favourite and she’s from Yorkshire
so it’s appropriate. To make Toad in the Hole you
partially cook big, fat, good quality pork sausages
and then pour over Yorkshire pudding batter and
throw it back in oven. It’s delicious.

What is your favourite kitchen item 
(this could be a tool, ingredient, piece of

equipment) and why do you like it so much? 
My French knife because it’s basically a food

processor in my hand. I can chop, slice, dice – do
wonders with it.

What’s the best tip you offer 
foodservice operators?  

More than anything, watch all areas of your 
operation, whether it’s inventory control, staffing
levels or cleanliness. Keeping on top of all areas 
is vital. Even if you’re not a chef, you need to 
know your menu and your food costing.

What is one of the easiest things an operator
can do to improve his or her establishment?

Personalize your establishment. Give a 
uniqueness to it that makes you stand out from 
the crowd, especially with so many big food 
groups and chain establishments around. 

How important is service and ambience in
the overall standing of a restaurant?

I’d say it’s about 35 per cent in importance. But 
if you have an innate love of food, the ambience
and everything else will flow from that. Really 
successful places are not always where you see the
$200 chairs or $1000 tables. To create an authentic
ambience, your uniqueness and personality have 
to come into play. 

Finish this sentence. When running a 
restaurant, operators should always....

Look at the restaurant as a business first and 
foremost. In a sense, it’s easy to fall in love with a
restaurant or to become best friends with your staff
but always put the restaurant and business first. 
And never be frightened to look at your restaurant
from an objective standpoint.

What cooking techniques and/or chefs 
have inspired your work?

I’ve always enjoyed classic French and Italian 
cuisine. That’s what I did my apprenticeship in. I
worked in Italy and France. Marco Pierre White is an

influence for his willingness to take less expensive
cuts and make them into something more. Heston
Blumenthal is another chef I admire for his flavour
pairings and his ability to take different tastes 
and textures and put them together in a way 
that’s unique.

Do you have a guilty pleasure 
when it comes to food? 

Roasted pork belly. You score the fat and roast it
off till it’s crackling. That undoes me every time.

What’s your favourite culinary trend, 
past or present?

I’m a big fan of simple home-style cooking using
good quality ingredients and made-from-scratch
food. More and more, people are looking to 
learn how to cook by getting their hands dirty. 
And that’s great because that lends uniqueness to
their establishment.

Tell us about your favourite all-time dish.
It’s French onion soup. To be done well, it must

have real Gruyere cheese, properly caramelized
onions, good quality beef and veal stock. I like to
use a touch of sherry to finish it off. If I ever want to
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Want more fish in your diet? 

Try Provençal Alaska Salmon Sauté,

Greek Alaska Pollock Pita Sandwiches,

Grilled Halibut or Extreme

Garlic Shrimp in Scampi Sauce. 

These easy and amazingly

appetizing recipes will take the 

guesswork out of cooking fish.
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what’s cooking?

Recipe courtesy of the Alaska Seafood Marketing Institute
Serves 10

INGREDIENTS                                     METRIC    IMPERIAL

Olive oil                                                        60 mL             ¼ cup

Alaska salmon fillets, 6-8 oz                         10                    10

Salt and pepper, to taste 

Tomatoes, diced                                     236 mL              1 cup

Nicoise olives, chopped                      236 mL              1 cup

Herbes de Provence                                   5 mL               1 tsp  

Capers, chopped                                    118 mL             ½ cup

Additional olive oil, as needed

METHOD
• Heat olive oil in a nonstick pan. 

• Season salmon with salt and pepper to taste. Sauté seasoned
salmon to medium, turning once. Place in oven to finish. 

• Remove salmon from pan and set aside on a plate. 
Add tomatoes, olives, herbes de Provence and capers to pan
to heat through; season to taste with salt and pepper, and
moisten with additional olive oil. 

• Top sautéed salmon with tomato mixture. 

Suggested Side: Orzo with Grilled Vegetables  

Recipe developed by The Culinary Institute of America as an 
industry service to The Alaska Seafood Marketing Institute.

Recipe courtesy of the Alaska Seafood Marketing Institute
Serves 8

INGREDIENTS                                     METRIC    IMPERIAL
Alaska Pollock 
Alaska pollock, cut into 5 oz portions            1.1 kg               2 ½ lbs
Canola or olive oil, spray as needed 
Salt and pepper, to taste
Dill, fresh, minced                                               118 mL                ½ cup
Greek Salad
Tomatoes, finely diced                                                  2                           2
English cucumber, finely diced                                  1                           1
Kalamata olives, coarsely chopped                       24                        24
Garlic clove, finely minced                                          1                           1
Salt                                                                                5 mL                   1 tsp
Olive oil                                                                     30 mL                2 Tbsp
Red wine vinegar                                                  30 mL                2 Tbsp
Yogurt Dill Sauce
Greek yogurt                                                        236 mL                  1 cup
Dill, fresh, finely chopped                                118 mL                ½ cup
Green onions, thinly sliced                                          2                           2
Garlic clove, minced                                                      1                           1
Milk                                                                            30 mL                2 Tbsp
Salt                                                                                5 mL                   1 tsp 
Assembly
Romaine lettuce leaves                                                 8                           8
Pita bread                                                                           8                           8

METHOD
• Alaska Pollock: Spray pollock with oil spray. Season with salt and pepper.

Pat dill onto the fish. Cook on flat top until done, about 5-8 minutes. 

• Greek Salad: Stir together tomato, cucumber, olives, garlic, salt, oil and
vinegar. Reserve. 

• Yogurt Dill Sauce: Whisk Greek yogurt, dill, onions, garlic, milk and salt.
Reserve. 

• Assembly: Place 1 lettuce leaf in each pita. Place pollock into the pita
bread, top with 30 mL (2 Tbsp) of the greek salad and drizzle with 
yogurt dill sauce or serve yogurt dill sauce on the side. 

Greek Alaska Pollock 
Pita Sandwiches

Provençal Alaska 
Salmon Sauté 
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Grilled Halibut 
WITH CASINO COMPOUND MARGARINE

Recipe courtesy of Ventura Foods
Serves 20

INGREDIENTS                                     METRIC    IMPERIAL

Wholesome Farms Euro Style 
Buttery Flavoured Margarine            0.6 kg           1 ¼ lbs

Red bell pepper, diced                               57 g                 2 oz
Green bell pepper, diced                           28 g                 1 oz
Lemon juice                                                30 mL                 1 oz
Garlic, minced                                            10 mL                2 tsp
Halibut loin steaks, 7 – 8 oz                          20                    20
Lemon wedges                                                 40                    40
Parsley, fresh whole sprigs                            20                    20
Salt and pepper, to taste

METHOD
Casino Compound Margarine

• Dice red pepper into ¼ inch pieces, sauté and chill.

• Use electric mixer or wire whip to thoroughly combine Euro Style
Buttery Flavoured margarine with red and green peppers, lemon
juice and garlic.

• Roll compound margarine into a cylinder in parchment paper 
and chill until needed.

Grilled Halibut

• For each serving, lightly season one piece of halibut with salt and
pepper and cook on a well-seasoned grill until firm and opaque.

• Top cook fish with 1 oz (35 g) of casino compound margarine and
flash to melt under a salamander or broiler.

• Transfer to a warm serving plate and serve with an appropriate
starch and vegetable.

• Garnish with 2 lemon wedges and a sprig of parsley. 

Recipe courtesy of Ventura Foods
Serves 20

INGREDIENTS                                     METRIC    IMPERIAL
Wholesome Farms Euro Style Buttery 
Flavoured Margarine                                        0.6 kg              1 ¼ lbs
Garlic cloves, finely chopped                                  5                          5
Shrimp – raw, peeled & deveined, 

tail on, 16/20                                                         100                     100
Wooden skewers – soaked in warm water      20                       20
Heavy cream                                                           2.4 L       2 ½ quarts
Parsley, fresh, chopped, and whole 

reserved for garnish                                    120 mL               ½ cup
Salt and pepper, to taste

METHOD
Garlic -Buttery Flavoured Margarine
• Using the flat of knife, thoroughly mash chopped garlic into a paste.

• In large bowl, squish margarine together with garlic paste until fully mixed.

• Roll garlic-buttery flavoured margarine into a cylinder in plastic wrap and
chill until needed.

Shrimp with Scampi Sauce
• Place 5 shrimp each on a pre-soaked wooden skewer.

• For each serving, lightly season 1 skewer of shrimp with salt and pepper.

• Place skewer of shrimp on a pre-heated open flame grill and cook until
opaque, approximately 2 minutes per side. 

• While shrimp is cooking, place a small saucepan on medium high heat.

• Add 4 fluid oz (120 mL) of cream to the preheated pan and reduce until
thickened.

• Turn heat off and add 1 oz (35 g) of garlic-buttery flavoured margarine,
swirling pan to incorporate.

• Add 1 tsp (5 mL) of chopped parsley, adjust seasoning and transfer sauce
to a warm serving plate.

• Place shrimp over sauce, serve with an appropriate starch and vegetable
and garnish with fresh parsley.

Extreme Garlic Shrimp  
WITH SCAMPI SAUCE



Euro Style Buttery 
Flavoured Margarine
Introducing a revolutionary formulation and flavour system that delivers 
the taste and performance of butter but without the high, fluctuating cost.
Introducing a revolutionary formulation and flavour system that delivers 
the taste and performance of butter but without the high, fluctuating cost.

   Order Code       Product Description                                                                     Pack Size

     0740409         Wholesome Farms Euro Style Buttery Flavoured Margarine           36/1 lb
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